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ABSTRACT

SELF-HfLP, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND RURAL:WOMEN:

A CONCEPTUAL AND! INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOME OF THE

SOCIAL WELFARE ISSUES

1

Selfhelp inipersonal Social and cfbmmunitv development,

a preferred mottoisince prehistorical times A.s
- "

vant iti the moderin era. Nation states which,vrofess a

strong,belief in centralized planAing and regulation of all
&

developmental anc social welfare act,i'Vities, as well as thoSe

societies which ibrofeS's a belief in decentrafization J:Df poll-

tical power and

self-help.

esponsibility, adhere to the principle of

This paper considers the above concerns by focusing on

th concepts and underpinnings -of self-help, personal develop-

merit, social development, community development and rural

women's issues.
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SELF-HELP, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND PUPAL WOMEN:

A ODNCEPTUAL AND INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOME oF

THE SOCIAL WELFAPE ISSUES-

"As with men, so with women: Salvation lies in

their own hands."

M.E. ,Gandhil

Self-help in personal, social and community development

has been a preferred motto of people from prehistoric times

through the preindustrial and postindustrial eras. Even in

those nation-states which profess a strong belief in cen-
,

tralized governmental planning and regulation of all social

welfare activities; self-help *n various aspects of life is

not a totally neglected subject. The principle, however, is

more strongly adhered to in societies which profess and

practice a strong belief in decentralization of political

power and responsibilities at different levels and a firm

faith in human initiative and creativity. In recent years,

the ideology of personal and social rights, self-determination

and self-help has been gaining momentum all over the world.

-To some extent, the idea of-selfhelp has also-been focused



by the relatiVely harsher times ahead for'%all nations-and

-by the eVergrowing inability of many state, national and

internatipnal development/social welfare agencies to cater

properly to local, regional, national and inVernational

social welfare needs.-

The present paper attempts to focus on some of the

above issues and concerns by considering the concepts and

underpinnings of personal development, social development,

oommunity development, women's issues, rural social welfare

and self-help. The'fOcus 6n issues and concerns is from the

perspective of sociology and social welfare. The contexts

are the social development and social welfare of total

societies as well as of local rtilal communities. The phil-

osophical and theoretical perspectives adopted for concep-

tualization and analyses are Western. Utilitarian and Sar-

vodaya. The materals presented are both conCeptual and

.

factual and relate specifically to the major thrust of the

A
paper: the interrelated topics of women's issues, community

development and in organizing and bringing about

all rural social development/welfare activities. Forobser-
,

vatiOn and insights, the major societal contexts used are

that of the Third World and.U4ted-States. The last part-
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of the paper is speculative and projective in that it con-

siders some future issues and concerns of rural women's iss-

ues, community development and self-help in their local,

national and global contexts.

The Concepts and Their Underpinnings

Self-Help

Self-help is a rather self-explanatory concept meaning

that it has been defined by Webster's International Pic-
t.

tionary as "an act or in tance of providing for or helping

oneself without dependence on'others."2 "Without deppn ence

on others" seems to be ihe key part of this definition. Yet

outside help is not totally denied in the processes Of self-
.

help if it is welcomed willingly, with good intentions and

without any attached strings of overt or covert motives.

However, becoming physically, psychologically or emotionally

dependent on such outside help at any time is what is totally

contrary to the tenet and spirit of self-help.3

Personal and Social Development

Personal, social and community develotent are diffi-
, -

cult to define without the consideration of economic and

\social progress. Distinct from economic and social progress,

\the concepts are need-specific,-resource-specific, context-



specific, culturerfft,pecific, tradition-specific, multidimen-

sional, multi-level and are determined to some extent by the

prevalent political and religious philosophies in societies.

Primarily, however, the concepts refer to: 1) a higher

level optimal cultivation and use of available resources and

tootentials at different levels, 2) toWard a fuller, more

complete and more satisfying quality qf life at personal,

social and community levels, 3) through achievement of a.

higher level personal and social awareness,-concern and

functioning. In this sense, therefore, development re-

presents a. sense of awareness, an attitude of concern. and

"an act,- process and product achieved through the process

of dtkvelopingC4

In terms of its dynamics, the concept of deVelopment

refers tO achieving a higher degree of control over the

processes and directions of personal, social and community

changes and being able to achieve desired "transformations"

at these levels. Development may involve a new recognition

of Various strengths and resources at many levels, and a

reassessment of the problem areas. 'A new understal)ding of

resources are needed to combat problems, and a re-evaluation

of attitudes,-behavior relationships, ructur-l_and/Or_

1



institutional changes are required to accomplish the task.5

At the personal and social levels it means creation of new

attitudes, self-discipline, behavioral patterns, knowledge,

communication channels and modes of living towar^d a com-

plete and harthonious development of variouS qualities, facul-
,

ties and resources of the people and the establishment of a

new healthy, peaceful, cooperative and satisfying social

order for everybody. The goal is improved social welfare

and a higher qUality of living of all members in the social

order. The Western Utilitarian philosophy, in this regard,

emphasizes "the greatest good of greatest number of people."

The SarVodaya philosophy emphasizes '"greatest good of all

without any exception."6 Another important difference in

the conception of development at personal, social and

community levels, and the strategies to implement it, lieS

in the degree of,emphasis upon self-determinotion. In case

of most dlt7ratic-liberal societies, this seems to be a

backbone Prir0;!iple of development. Many socialistic'and

communitic soCieties on the other hand, preter a governmental

control and intervention in the vari u 'processes of

developMent.

-
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Community Development

The concept of community development generally refers

to a society,_a territory, a locality, or a group of people.

An interactional setting, some common interests, to a degree

a comMon fate and a sense of belongingness ere some of the

central elements of the concept of communitv.7 Originally

conceived as a_respOn8e to a series of problems since World

War II, the concept of community deVelopment is different

from the forMer organized charities approach tosocial

betterment in which the more fortunate had a special re-

Aw
sponsibility to those who were less fortunate. 8 The communi

ty.development represents a different approach to social

betterent and deals with the problems of rural:and urban

areas alike. At the beginning,,the concept was introduced

primarily in the context of giving developmental aid to

countriesdn Asia. Soon, however, it became clear that the

' problem of 'dévelopment was not of economics alone and thAt

development depended more on modification and reorganization
0

plus, in_some cases, revigorization of the old institutional

struCtures. 9 People and domes4c leadershad to discover

that development could not pc4 so,l-ely with oUtside help,

__and that they must_use_ their_own inlligetieous_resources.10

9 0

0
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With the passagesof time, community development became more

than an approach to bringing about desired social change.

Rather, it began to be viewed as a motivation, a method,

a plan and a process of improving living conditions in rural

communities, and in urban areas, by "bre'aking,the cake of

, custom," promoting agricultural and industrial revolutions,

and cpriverting relatively static communities into scenes

of dvnamic.creativity.1 1

SubstarJtively, and in terms of process, community

development represents an effort toward desired economic,

social, cultural and political changes, embodving an assess-

ment of the problem areas and a plan of action, and directed

toward self-odetermination, Self-helpi wide community partir
1

cipation a community organization and delivery of appropria

Jr / community services.12 In,democratic societ- es, local ini-
1

/ tiative and reliance on local community resources are greatly

encouraged in the variou's processes of community develop-
/

ment.to meet people's*,basic needs. However, most tcali-

tarian regimes do not consider these strategies as politically

realistic tlr even ideologically desirable. Even for non-
.

totalitarian regimes, there are some real dilemmas with

regard to accepting the. total spirit of coMmunity__

If,
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development. For example, how long should authorities de-

siring rapid economic and s6cial changes wait for positive

results from a slow educational campaign? JHOw much pri-

ority should be given to local felt needs-vis-a-vis national

needs and priorities? How much reliance should be there on

local leadership and developmental projects-initiated or to"

be initiated bv them? These are some of the questions which

nO democratic society is able to ansWer sati factorily.

Though mostly noncoercive, coMmunity development even in

these soCieties Operates within certain social controls.13

Analytitally, community(development coUld be conceived

along thq systematic dithensions"of a coMmunity. C6ffimunitv

is a place of shared living, generally based on some sort

of common locality. It is a meeting place of the individual

and the larler soC ety and it is characteristically here

that the individual experiences and confronts most of his/

her society's ihstitutions.14 Therefore, when seen in such

analytic4)- terms, community represents: 1) a spatial- eco

logical system, 2) a demographic system of people, an

institutional system of -haredbeliefs, values and prac,

tices, 4) a behavioral system of social interaction, 5) a

-pOwer sysfem generating, distributing and utilizing-personal
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and social power, and 6) a socio-cuItural system connecting

the local community with the larger sOciety and culture. 15

Community development, in this sense, becomes'a project of

developing all these systematic aspects of the community.
lt

Women and Rural Community Development

The-application-of community development contepts and,

the position ol* women in thecommunity is a complex pro-

,ce4;s,. Basically, it refers to the systematic expcosUre of

the long-standing legal, political,cpsychologidal and eco-

nomic injustices perpetrated von women, and to re-orienting

the social institutions in a way that Promotes women's

rights,and priv'ileges equal to those of men.16 This is most

ffectively achieved within. the context of changing,social
.

zation, the .role'and functions of family (which is a ma
, .

emphasis of feminist movements in many parts of-the Thi: d

World), -t2y establishing poliCies which secure polit.i.
,

.

rights, access to education and employment opportunit4es.17
-

4

rThe total contvt and problems of social welfare in rural.

areas are somewhat different frOm those of urban center8.

Rural areas are characterized b, a predomlnantly agricultUr-

all' based econoMkt, ladk of diveAsity of empl-yment

4

4

/

1,



possibilities; relative isolation from larger urban and

commercial centers, and the loW population density. These

factors,-/therefore, need to be Considered in various pro-

cessesihnd strategies of community development and the

resolution of women's issues.18

10

4

Community Development as Welfare Planning:

Given the abovp underpinnings regardless of the levet;

focus and concern, community development can be regarded as
4-

. a process of social welfare planning d gned to medt the

assessed needs of a society, a territoryk a locality, or t

groUp of people on a short or long-term basis. The in-

herent, ideas involved in this sort of planning are that of

resolution of current problems and tensions, achieving -pro-

garess and equality, a better quality.of living, and 4n

improved level of social welfare of all involved in the

process. 19 The nature of theqe goals, and how they are

accoMplished, depends to a large extent on the social and

political values of people and societies.20 SomMtimes
1.41P

4
societies stress self-help, self-determination and wide

6

community participation. At other times; the goals are

established and achieved with substantia1 state intervention.21
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Whatever the nature and process of welfare planning, communi-

ty development generally represents some sort of collective

action for the advancement of social welfare of a maximum

possible number of people (according to the Western Utili-

tarian philosoPhy,) or of everybody without any exEeption

(according to the Sarvodaya philosophy.) 22

Another important* distinction in the goals and pro-

cesses of welfare planning is developed according .to the

adopted political view of providing personal, occupational,

fiscal and social welfare services to people., In some

cases, welfare planning is taken as a residuaf function ,of

government, of private wqanizations pr of philanthropy.

Where social welfare services are defined as "collec-Eive

interventions to meet certain needs of the individual and/or

to serve the wider interests of socirty,"23 it is taken as

a basic right of people. It is interesting to note that

most of the Third World nations and communistic nations lean

more towai-d collective intervention while many of the Western

developed nations still lean more toward the.residual

position.

The way in which physical, economic and social planning

fit together also variespaccording to the perceived function

Pt
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of social planning. Four different views are prevalent in

this regard where social planning is identified as: 1) el

burden, 2) a handmaiden, 3) a complementarity and 4) a

means of social control. According to the first view, wel-.

fare spending is seen as having depressing effects on pri-

vate enterprise and initiative and therefore bad for

economic growth. The suggestion, accordingly, is that wel-
4

fare spending should be undertaken.in such a way so as to

have minimum discouragement on private enterprise.24 Even

, in the case of developing societies, some people have ar-

gued that funds expended for social welfare sector disrupt

the maximum growth of the econbmy.25 In case of the second

lAew, welfare a's a burden to economic growth is replaced

by the view that ,bOth physical and economic planning advance

best by an investment in the social sector. In other words,

the best. possible investment is investment in "human

capital."26 In this strategy, appropriate development

and delivery of social welfare,services for people (school-

ing, health, on-the-job training, etc.) become very impor-

tant.27 The third view is a sort of middle-ground view that

investment in social Planning should proceed in conjunction

with greater economic growth. In other words, efforts to
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redist?ibute limited resources result only in the redis-

tribution of poverty. /8 The fourth vietiholds that funds

earmarked for social welfare programs are iritended largely

to reduce social deviancy and thereby to protect the

political, economic and social stability of lo al communi-

ties.29

The Role and Relationship of Women to Welfare PlaInning:

Whatever the focus,.concern, view or philotophv of wel-

fare planning, women have to be an intimate and integral

part of it at all levelsu Unfortunately, however, this has

not been the case, and too often women have not been pro-

perly taken into account in the economic, social anci poli-

tical planning, processes. They haye often'-been treated as

marginal actors in development, both in terms of their con-

tribution welfare planning and the welfare programs helping

and serving their needs. 30 In part, this has occurred due to

some erroneoUs assumptions about the role,and Status Of

women in developing and developed societies. 31 This has also

happened because of_ multiple factors of sex, age, race,
1

marital status, and powerty which have forced women t!O live

with double', triple and quadruple binds and prejudices.32
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The erroneous assumptions about women by planners and policy,

makers ha,je been: 1) men are the principal laborers in any

society, men are the heads of household's, 3) men are

primary breadwinners, 4) men's wages constitute family in-

comes, 5) w-men and men have equal access to education and

occupational rain,opportunities, 6) women and men hav*

equal ac .redit oppOrtunities, when regUired, and

7) women an men eatthe same kind of foOd and other nu-
',

trients. Women as a collective have been recognized as a.

disadvantaged group, systematically excluded from full and

equal participation in society. They have been victims of

discriminative socialization at home and school, they have

been stigmatized as inferior to men in occupations and they

have felt a general sense of powerlessness. Too often and

for too long women have accepted a second-class citizenship

in societies and they have generally re-routed their careers

and options to accomodate the needs of their families.33

The awareness of this accommodation presents us with the

special problems and unique service needs of women, to

which, among other helping professions, Social Work bears

a special responsibility.34 This responsibility of the

Social Work profession is much greater toward rural women

11*q
-a. I"
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C.?

due to their relative isolation and invisibilitv as a

Social service category, their special needs due to rural

eciAogical and social-cultural contexts, and'the much

greater demands ,of farm, occupational and home' labor.35

The planning and community development strategies,

therefore, have to recognize that women in rural areas, in_

developing and developed worlds, have tremendous amounts of

frustrations, feelings of inadequacly and helplessness and

they are currently coping with manv problems never before

recognized or faced by them. Traditional tasks performed

by women have been relegated to a second place. For the new

tasks required or expected of them, they are neither fully

trained nor equipped. More and more, female labor has been

subordinated to male control, and huge gal!,S have occurred

in the economic, social and political status of the two

.0- sexes, with men progressively enjoying a greater edge over

women. In homes and in communities many sources of stress

have appeared in women's familial- and extra-familial roles.

By and large, their traditional areas of informal/indirect

influence and power have disappeared, and they have not'been

replaced by new sources of influence and power. Increasing-

ly women have become aware that they currently have neither
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the skills nor the personal freedom and power to participate

on 4 equal footing with men in the changing economic, social

and political structures of the modern times.35

Implications for Social Welfare Planning
5

The international, national, regional and local dif-

ferences necessitate social welfare plannirtg and strategies

to be different for contemporar77 situations and circum-

stances. Nevertheless, with regard to welfare planning

around the focus of women's issues and problems, there are

some basic similarities in that most of women's issues and

problems concentrate in the hkas of: 1) early socializa-

tion, 2) formal education, 3) training for employment,

4) discrimination in hiring, 5) inequities in employment,

5) access to social services, 7) political participation,

8) legal rights and 9) stigmatization as inferior to men in

society. These problem areas for women remain the same
1

irrespective of national, cultural, social or regional

contexts.36

What the women in rural and urban arvas need most at the

present time are new modes of socialization at home, a stig-

ma-free image in society, equal access to education,
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training, employment rtructure anci social services, sharing

of familial roles and responsibilities by men, and freedom

from the binds of sex, age, ace7 marital status and pover-

ty. Only as and when welfa're A4Inning focuses on the*
A

issues, can women become meaningful and effective actors in

family and society and contribute optimally to the develop-

ment of their Communities. 37 While these factors are im-

portant, they

volved in the

making level:

are not enouqh. What.women need is to be in-
4

power structure of society at the: decision-

So-called "women's issues" are not for women

alone. ,They represent an important challenge to be met by

,

men and women alike in the overall strategy of social and

economic development.38

Women also have to play a major rOle in the resolution

of their own issues. As Mahatma Gandhi had said:

"Men could 'help the cause of women. But, there was a

limit to what they could do since men could never under-

stand the deepest feelings of women. Only women could

achieve greatest results among women. The freedom and Up-

lift of women, therefore was in their own hands and ulti-

mately tivy themselves had to determine with authority what

they wanted."39

21



The women and women's organizations, therefore, have, to

play a major role in resolving women's issues, overcoming
7

their special disadvantages and planning of the welfare

services fbr women in rural and urban areas. In this re-

gard, special attention has to be paid to: 1) eduCation and

training of women to strengthen their income-generating skills,

2) enhancing the productive roles of women and ameliorating
4

their unreasonably hevy home and work loads, 3) overcoming

any disadvantages to women in access to modern technology,

skills and credit facilities, 4) giving them more training

in managerial and other leadership roles, 5) resolving,

their problems in the areas of housing, health, employment,

child care and domestic violence and re-establishing their

dignity and respect in home and society. What women seek

is to be more, not to have more, yet to have a chance to

learn, to participate and to keep up with the times.40

A distinction exiSts between the needs of women in

developed and developing countries, yet there are mahy

similiarities. What appears insignificant in one area of

the world might have demanded much cooperation, sacrifice

and the overcoming of many obstacles in the other. In or-

der for community developers to work in particular regions,
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the person must be aWare of several things: I) a new under-

standing of resources, 2) reevaluation Of attitudes, 3)

felt-needs of the peOple, 4) initiative and reliiince on

local cOmmunity resourcend 5) the ability tO Convert

communities into scenes of dynamic creativity. All of these

/pointA are crucial-to understanding and working with rural

women

,Education for Third World women where illiteracy rates

are high might mean locating res-urces of books, buildings,

teachers and equipment. In developed countries, the women

will be'attempting to increase the number of females in

medicine, engineering, administration .and higher education.

Health issues for a Third World woman revolve around the

existence of a hospital, available doctors, medicine and

scarcity of food. Women in developed countries are con-

cerned about the equality of care.

Economically, women in developed countries will work for .

equality of wage while their counterparts in the developing

country will be labo±ng in fields, carrying fuel and water

long distances, grinding meal, without the benefit of any

labor saving devices. In developing countries, most of the
1
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legislation pertaining to women's working conditions applies

to the public and modern sectors and not to agricultural

sectors.
fik

In many countries of the world, both developed and less

developed and particularly agrarian ones, the role of women

has not significantly improved in_recent decades. The daily

struggle against poverty is so demanding that change in many

cases is an abstract ideal. Yet the increased awareness of
-

the rights, status and role of women is deeply affecting most -

societies. As women demandotheyassume a greater role in

economic, political and $ocial life, they not only reflect

the forces that are changing conteMporary cultures but also

become a fatce themselves.

One area reflecting the new role of women is law. The

Laws and constitutions of many coUntries noW guarantee the

political and civil rights of women, yet many countries have

become increasingly aware that changes in the law do not

necessarily cause changes in practice.

Despite increased access to educatiOn, the fields of

study and jobs open to them continue to reinforce traditional

sex roles. The oVerall picture of women'sinvolvement in

economic development at the world level is mixed.
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Women constitute the major bulk,of the agricultural*

labor force in developing countries. They are the food
&

providers yet efforts to modernize agrictilture appear to

have ah ambiguous effect on their rol. Community devel-
\

opment haS traditionally emphasized the orgAnization of women's

"oups as a way of strengthening their role in society. In

Spfte of new approaches to comMunity development, the ,

traditional roles of women have not changed. For example,

subsistence crops are rarely included in the development of

cooperatives. When women do hold a decision-making position,

their participation is often contingent on their marital

status.

The process of rural development has more often than

not caused a loss in economic authority and status in less

developed countries for women in Africa where women play

an extensive anq significant role in agricultural productiOn,

efforts at increasing productivity favor men in positions Of

control. Credit, seeds, irrigation facilities and marketing

outlets are often offered to men only. Latior-saving methods

of cultivation are appropriated by men while labor-intensive

tasks are left to women, adding to their already heavy load

of work. New methods of production* have failed to
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accommodate rural wom,en'S traditional responsibilities of

homvaking, child care, growing food for a family or thir

work in the fields.

The needs fOr rUral women in developing countties are

not only,to eliminate W.isde-spread illiteracy but to raise..

consciousness of the resources.posse sed by women; nnt only

to f ain in-home crafts but t,o train foe agriculture`i.to

help women'to increase their productivity by .training them

technically; to provide simple forms of transportatioh to
-

water supplies_in order to alleviate that -train on women,

thut improving their health; ,to begin at,the village letel

to free men and women; and to encourage4 women to participate

together.

Women ih rural areas in developed countries face their--

own challenges; holding on'to family forms, health Care,

publicservicesk unemployment, domestic violence, economic

handicaps, child care, control of energy developmentfh

communities and education.

A central tenet in the womett's movement is to help women

to make decisiohs about th ir own lives. Womeh in rural

countries are startihg to use their talents to help each

other. Women are beginning to turn negative stereotype8,

a
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1p

about themselves
cr

organization. As

to d:Inamic

esult of

potential

1

for

their cult ral

group

of building

organizers tend to be'more oriented t-

'more conscious of the importance

thart 'their own individuaa pow-
.

community,
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community
--

cvchooling, woMen

process and -fore

the group ratiler'

4

Orking with the , 4
.

women are not perceived. a§ thre'atening and peo-
..

ple seem more gomfortable taking a woman itito,t1leir home

The natural abilttv ot women to "getk'and speaking openl).

personal" with pe9ple al ofljl-ps theegain the trust and

alty of peopfe they contact as an o'rganize Establishing

personal relationship with members of the community plays

a crucial role in ma.i...peain

If people relate to an 9rganization

ng a successful organization.

onI,, on a"profes ionai"

thetil to the group

for which they join-d has been. ,
/.

ctw men are f rming

level, there will be nothing left to hold

once theoriginal cause

addressed.4,1

Both nAionally and internatteenally

cooperatives, becoming commun ty organizers, learning mar-

keting techniques'..ind training locally t.(7 help Soll.r-their

'own problemS.

Even if the desired politiCal, economic or social result

does not occur as planned, the procss of organilzing is

C.

oft
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stilo

valuable in itself since it allows women to realize

power and their humanity.

their
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Summary

Sel-f-help, personal and social development and communl.-

ty development are integral parts of the conceptual

of social welfare. Though there seems to be much diversi-

fication, all these aspects are interrelated because the

ultimate goal of social welfare

quality of human life.

This paper has explored the

community development and issues

planning, is to improve the

underpinnings

of rural women

of self-help,

with regard

to the IShilosophical and theoretical perspective.

I I 1
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